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III/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  MARCH / APRIL - 2015

First Semester

CS/IT

MICROPROCESSORS  &  MICROCONTROLLERS

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

   Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14

Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56

1. Briefly explain following

a) What are the second bytes in the instruction In and OUT of 8085 micro processor ?

b) How do you select the register bank in 8051 micro controller ?

c) Why is each channel in DMA controller restricted to 16k bytes of data transfer ?

d) Draw the 8086 flag register format.

e) Can an input port and output port have the same port address ?

f) Which of the interrupts in 8085 are level triggered ?

g) List any four features of 8051 microcontroller.

h) What is the role of simulator in programming of a microcontroller ?

i) List different types of 8086 hardware interrupts.

j) What is Program Status Word ?

k) For what purpose 8251 micro controller is meant for ?

l) What are the modes of operation of 8237 ?

m) State the importance of NOP.

n) Advantages of memory mapped I/O over I/O mapped I/O.

UNIT - I

2. a) Draw the internal block diagram of 8086 microprocessor and explain.

b) Draw architecture of 8085 microprocessor.  State function of Accumulator and ALU.

OR

3. a) Explain any eight assembler directives of 8086 micro processor.

b) Explain the following 8085 instructions with an example : JP, JPO, CM, RPE, DAA,

XCHG.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. Draw the block diagram of 8255A programmable peripheral interface and explain each block.

OR

5. Draw the block diagram of 8279 keyboard / display controller and explain how to interface

the Hex kay pad and 7-segment LEDs using 8279.

UNIT - III

6. a) What are interrupts ?  Give the Interrupt structure of 8086.

b) What are the salient features of INTEL 8259 programmable interrupt controller ?

OR

7. Briefly explain about Synchronous and asynchronous data transfer schemes with suitable

examples.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Define hardware and software interrupts.  List different interrupts of 8051 microcontroller

according to their priorities.

b) What are the modes of operation ?  Explain real addressing mode.

OR

9. Draw the register organization of 80286.  Explain the function of each register and flags.
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III/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  OCT / NOV - 2015
FIRST  SEMESTER

COMPUTER  SCIENCE  ENGINEERING

MICROPROCESSORS & MICROCONTROLLERS

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

   Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14

Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56

1. Briefly explain following.

a) What are the use of PWM in Motor Control Using Microcontroller.

b) Compare assembly level language and high level language.

c) How Clock Signal is generated in 8086 Microprocessor ?

d) Define the terms RISC and CISC with suitable examples.

e) List the four display modes of 8279 Keyboard / Display Controller.

f) What is direct memory access ?

g) Why is it necessary to have external pull-up for port 0 in 8051 ?

h) What are tri-state devices ?

i) Differentiate microprocessor from microcontroller in system design.

j) Define macro.

k) Need for DMA.

l) Features of USB.

m) Features of Pentium.

n) Static RAM Vs Dynamic RAM.

UNIT - I

2. a) List different system buses of 8085 microprocessor and give function of each bus.

b) Write an assembly language program for implementing sorting operation.

(OR)

3. a) How strings are to be manipulated with assembly language programming ? Explain.

b) Draw and explain the timing diagram of write cycle in 8086 in minimum mode ?

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Explain the function of programmable peripheral interface-INTEL 8255.

b) Draw the block diagram of 8259A and explain how to program 8259A.

(OR)

5. Draw a block diagram to interface a Analog to Digital converter with a microprocessor and

explain its working.

UNIT - III

6. Describe the conversion process :

- TTL to RS 232C

- RS232C to TTL

(OR)

7. a) Briefly explain about DOS and BIOS interrupts ?

b) How interrupts are handled in mocroprocessor.  Give the interrupt cycle.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Draw the basic architecture of 80286 and explain.

b) Define opcode and operand.  List different addressing modes of 8051 microcontroller

with one suitable example each.

(OR)

9. a) Explain the memory structure of an 8051 micro controller.

b) Explain Protected virtual address mode of operation.
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II/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOV/DEC- 2015
Second Semester

CSE/IT
MICROPROCESSORS & MICROCONTROLLERS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question NO.1 Compulsory 7X2=14 M

Answer ONE question from each unit 4X14=56 M

1. a.  Purpose of assembler directives

b.  Distinguish between EPROM and E2PROM?

c.  Programmed I/O Vs interrupt driven I/O

d.  SBB and AAD instructions of 8086

e.  Overrun error  and Framing error with reference to 8251.

f.  Procedure and Macro.

g.  Purpose of TxD and RxD Pins

UNIT-I
2. Write an 8086 Assembler program to perform the addition of two matrices. The matrices

are stored in the form of lists (Row wise). State the result of the addition in third list.

(OR)
3. a.  Discuss about the interface signals of the 8086 processor in maximum mode.

b.  Explain the write cycle operation of the microprocessor with a neat timing diagram in

     maximum mode.

UNIT-II
4. The I/O circuitry in an 8086 based system consits of five I/O devices with one status

signal for each device. Design the required hardware providing two address locations to

each device, one for status and other for data. In the range 0F00H to 0FOFH. Write

an instruction sequence to test the status of each device and store it.

(OR)
5. a.  Explain the bus activities during the read and write machine cycles.

b.  Write a brief on 8086 Interrupts and Interrupt responses.

UNIT-III
6. Explain the role of the following:

a.  8259 Priority Interrupt controller

b.  8237 DMA controller P.T.O
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(OR)
7. a.  Write an initialization sequence for an 8259 that is the only 8259 in an 8086 based sys-

     tem, with an even address of 0F0H that will cause.

     a.  Request to the edge triggered mode.

     b.  IR
0
 request to an interrupt type 30

     c.  SP/EN to output a disable signal to the data-bus transceivers.

     d.  The ISR bits to be cleared automatically at the end of second INTA pulse.

      e.  The IMR to be cleared.

b.  Write a brief on call statement and explain its purpose.

UNIT-IV
8. a.  Discuss the interrupt structure of 8051? Mention the priority? Explain how least

     priority is made as highest priority?

b.  Discuss various modes in which 8051 serial port can be configured.

(OR)
9. a.  Explain the support given in8051 instruction set ot handle bit addressable RAM?

b.  Discuss about various modes of operations of timer in 8051.
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II/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, APRIL / MAY - 2015

Second Semester

CS / IT
MICROPROCESSORS &  MICRO CONTROLLERS

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

   Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14

Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56

1. a) How many memory locations are available in 8086 microprocessor ?

b) What are the flags available in 8086 microprocessor ?

c) What are the general purpose registers in 8086 ?

d) What are the functional units in 8086 ?

e) What is the purpose of BIU ?

f) What is the purpose of EU ?

g) List some of the features of INTEL 8259 (Programmable Interrupt Controller).

h) Define a MACRO ?

i) What is the use of LOCK prefix ?

j) Differentiate the operating modes of 8086 processor ?

k) What are the registers present in 8259 ?

l) What is Micro controller ?

m) What is the difference between microprocessor & micro controller ?

n) List the addressing modes of 8051 ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Draw the block diagram of 8086 mp and explain ?

b) Write short notes on addressing memory.

(OR)

3. a) Explain the minimum mode of operation of 8086.

b) Write notes on addressing input and output devices ?

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. Explain in detail about the system bus timing of 8086 ?

(OR)

5. Explain about 8086 interrupt responses.

UNIT - III

6. Explain in detail about DMA controller.

(OR)

7. With the help of architecture explain 8051 micro controller.

UNIT - IV

8. Write notes on 8051 timer and counter programming.

(OR)

9. Write an ALP for 8051 to find the greatest of three numbers.


